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About This Game

Littile Cake need to escape from this world. Can you help him, please?
You need to jump across obstacles to complete the task. Controls are simple, but game is hard 5d3b920ae0
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English

So frustrating when you're stuck on a particular area, but when you get past it, you feel like you've accomplshed something! A
bit shorter than I'd hoped for, but good fun! Worth giving this a chance!. Controls are terrible and there are spots where you get
stuck and have to start from the beginning. Would be fun with better controlls.. A really fun challenging game! for the price it is
totally worth it! I don't think i have played a game like this ever before. It can be frustrating, but rewarding when you make
progress. There is one glitch i found where you fall through the floor, but overall it plays really well.. This game is a
masterpiece. I hate it.. This game was a piece of cake. Just kidding. It's the most frustrating game I have ever tried! xD You're
for sure gonna rage quit a few times while playing it. There were parts where I struggled and when I finally got past them I
glitched and had to go back to checkpoint oml I was so annoyed. I also glitched through the ground one time ughh. I wish there
was a way to go back to chapters too because I forgot to take two of the achievements. I'm recommending it because I'd love for
ya'll to suffer through it like I did.. u041fu0440u043eu0448u0435u043b u0432u0441u044e u0437u0430 15
u043cu0438u043du0443u0442. u0423u0431u0438u0432u0430u043bu043au0430 u0432u0440u0435u043cu0435u043du0438
u0438 u043du0435u0440u0432u043eu0432.
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